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Coaching Using the 4 Energy patterns:
Helping Your Clients Find Their 
Groove, and Get Out of Ruts
BY gINNY WHITELAW, PH.D.

overview: 4 Four energy patterns, 
based in the physiology of movement, 
but also known to correlate with tem-
perament, are the basis of a powerful 
assessment and model to help your 
clients understand their strengths and 
risk areas. The first diagnosis of its 
kind to link mind and bod y,  Tthese 
energy patterns provide a clear road-
map linking assessment with wide-
ranging, prescriptive action for getting 
out of ruts and into balance.

MAnAGInG BIOlOGY – An ExAMplE

paul, a Vice President of manufacturing with responsibility for 
process improvements at dozens of plants, had no doubt what he 
musthad to focus on in his leadership development. “It doesn’t 

matter what else I do, if I don’t learn to manage my temper, it’ll be my 
undoing.”  Paul had taken an instrument we frequently use in our pro-
grams to assess the risk associated with different ways a person can de-
rail under stress.  Paul’s results matched his experience as he pegged the 
meter on a factor called “volatility.”  “It’s been with me my whole life,” 
he said., “This horrible temper.  But how do I manage my biology?”

As his coach, I was committed to helping him find an answer.  I was 
also struck by the implicit division of his question: clearly he equated 
“I” with his mind, struggling to control some separate body (i.e., “bi-
ology”).  No wonder good advice and simple behavioral suggestions 
(“count to 10 when you feel yourself getting upset…”) would fall short 
of a fix, as they’d become just another command from “I” to an unwill-
ing body. 
 
This is exactly what so many people struggle with, whether they’re try-
ing to manage their temper, their weight, or any unproductive habit.  
What if there were a way to work more deeply and inclusively with the 
body to move body, mind and life together in more productive direc-
tions? 
  
There is!  Four fundamental energy patterns that manifest in our move-
ment, thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, provide a powerful roadmap 
for working with a fully integrated “I.” This roadmap helps people (1) 
understand where they are, (2) know where they need to turn to get 
where they want to go, and (3) actually make the turn.  

In Paul’s case, two patterns in particular were excessively out of balance: 
he showed too much of a pattern called the Driver, and too little of a 
second 2nd pattern, the Collaborator.  These two patterns have a com-
pletely different movement basis.  The Driver is all about thrusting and 
pushing; it’s essential for driving after a goal, but in excess it becomes 
impatient and pushy.  The Collaborator is based in swinging, rocking 
motions, and shows up in such behaviors as being able to play in the 
give and take of relationships and to roll with the punches.  

Fortunately, Paul had a strong background in sports and martial arts, 
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so he was open to the idea of a physical practice that would help him manage his temper 
by getting more into the swing of the Collaborator.  I showed him a few exercises he could 
do in his office right before lunch – or during his lunch hour (though I was also encourag-
ing him to take lunch breaks with colleagues – a very Collaborative thing to do).  He also 
agreed to shift his martial art practice to the more Collaborative, rolling, swinging martial 
art of Aikido.
  
With an investment of about four hours a week, for the first time in his leadership life, he 
was able to manage his temper - not by willing his “biology” not to blow up, but by physical-
ly shifting his body into a different pattern where impatience has a chance to evaporate.  It’s 
hard to measure the return on his invested time, but it may have just saved him his career.

ExpERIEnCInG THE pATTERnS
So what are these energy patterns that manifest in our body, mind and life?  Far from being 
abstract concepts, they are as present as daylight; you can experience them right now.  

• The Driver:  Stab the air with your index finger, over and over, like a politician making a 
point – or an angry coach challenging an umpire’s decision.  These sharp, thrusting move-
ments bring out the Driver.  Direct and aggressive, this is the pattern of people who love to 
win.  Picture Donald Trump as he says, “You’re fired!”  Can you feel the directness of the 
Driver? 

• The Organizer: Sit up straight and fold your hands neatly in your lap.  Like Queen Eliza-
beth II, the Organizer holds perfect form, with “a place for everything, and everything in its 
place.” Moving step by step, the Organizer ticks through a project list, doing the right thing 
and doing things right.

• The Collaborator: Move your head or your hips from side to side, and let your whole 
body follow.  You’re getting into the swing of the Collaborator who knows how to have fun 
and engage people.  When Oprah tilts her head, smiles, and draws people into the discus-
sion – or Lucy rolls her eyes and pulls Ethel into some madcap scheme – they’re engaging 
the Collaborator.  

• The visionary: Let your arm rise effortlessly, as though it’s buoyed up by the air, and your 
hand move randomly through space.  These hanging, drifting motions bring out the Vision-
ary - like a Tai Chi master – open to anything and sensing the flow. The Visionary is the pat-
tern of no-pattern, the pattern of chaos, imagination and breakthrough – imagine someone 
hang-gliding, or Michael Jordan in hang-time, about to let the ball just drop in.

As you experience each pathway, you might ask yourself – how comfortable is this?  Do I 
even LIKE this pattern?  Which one do I overuse?  And which could I use more of for bal-
ance?  Many people get an instant sense of their preferences from simply moving in the 
patterns. 

 For deeper insight, we’ve developed the Focus Energy Balance Indicator (FEBI) as a “pencil 
and paper” assessment of one’s pattern preferences (available online at www.focusleader-
ship.com).  We use this instrument with our coaching clients to illuminate the patterns 
underlying the challenges they’re facing or feedback they’re receiving.  Unlike most instru-
ments that focus from the neck up, and confine development suggestions to behavioral 
change, the FEBI is able to go much deeper to show ways of using breath, body, background 
cues (affecting the senses), as well as behaviors to shift patterns in directions the client wants 
to move.  
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SEEInG THE BIG pICTURE
Karen, for example, was a wonderfully talented, down-to-earth leader who was great at get-
ting results.  A senior executive at a telecommunications company with more than 7,000 
people reporting to her, Karen turned around the quality of the company’s networks and 
the satisfaction ratings of its customers.  Excellent at day-to-day operations, Karen was chal-
lenged to be more visionary:.

“They’re telling me I need to be more strategic, ‘change the playing field’ and talk about 
some sexy new technology at the next analyst’s’ meeting,” she said.  This is hard for Karen, 
because she doesn’t like to speak about things she’s not sure of.  “I’m from the Midwest,” she 
said, accounting for her basic-as-bread values.  “When I listen to my colleagues talk about 
the “big picture” or visionary technology, I hear a lot of fluff.  And yet, I get it.  I know what 
they’re asking me to do.  I’m just not sure how to do it in a way that’s true to me.”  

Karen’s pattern profile was strong in the Collaborator, and also showed easy access to the 
Organizer and Driver.  Her weakness, however, was in accessing the Visionary.  This is often 
the case with people who are told they’re not strategic enough or don’t see the big picture.  
The thought patterns associated with the Driver and Organizer – the so-called left-brained 
patterns – are highly focused and sequential.  They don’t make the imaginative leaps of the 
Visionary.  Even trying to leap from the mindset of a step-by-step Organizer feels inauthentic 
(“I’m just not sure how to do it in a way that’s true to me,“ as Karen said), and comes off 
ineffectively. 

“But you have the Visionary pattern within you,” I reminded Karen.  “It’s not about layering 
on a new behavioral coating, but more about clearing the overgrowth off an underused path-
way that’s already in your nervous system.”  What we ended up coaching around was how 
she could add brief two2- minute Visionary breaks into her day, during which she would let 
go, expand her senses, let her breathing soften, and simply sense ‘Wwhat Iis ggoing Oon.’  
To get the right mindset for these breaks, she agreed to take an introductory Tai Chi class 
outside of work.  Tai Chi is particularly useful for accessing the hanging, extended motions 
that are the essence of Visionary energy.   

T A B L E  1 .  T H E  P A T T E R N S  I N  O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

Driver Organizer Collabo rator Visionary

Leade rship
emp hasizes :

Work place :

Work
Pro cesse s:

Re war ds :

Logo, Symb ol:

Corporate
Tagl ine :

Acti on and results ,
outcomes, b ottom
line

Bold , no-n onsense
architec ture,
cubicles

Minim al, focused
on ou tcomes

Competi tors,
winners

Lightni ng b olt

“Just Do I t”

Orderly p rocesse s,
cle ar ro les ,
resp onsibilit y

Orderly; quiet
spaces t o thi nk .  A
place  for ev erything

Step -by -S tep , a nd
unambigu ous

Soli d, depe ndable
con tributo rs

Red  Cross

“Solid as a Rock ”

Custome r
or ientation, loyalty ,
fun

Colorfu l, com mon
place s to g ather,
ex change ide as

Pra ctic al, oriented
toward ho w pe ople
really  work

Team playe rs

Southwe st’s Hear t

“The LUV Airli ne”

Creating t he future,
thinking o uts ide t he
box

Places  to network,
be  a lone, or be wit h
na ture

Loose, adjustable
to circumst an ces

Inve ntors, creative
problem s olve rs

 Rainbow

“Im agine… ”
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Karen found surprising relief in her 2-two minute breaks, 
though she told of a funny episode where she took such a 
break during a staff meeting with her boss, and ended up 
with a huge, and somewhat unwanted, assignment. “I have 
to be careful when I let go,” she mused.  But on the whole, 
she found a way of unlocking her usual way of thinking, 
and even if she wasn’t equally comfortable in it, she recog-
nized it as her own, and knew when to apply it. (“When I’m 
working on the ‘Outlook on the Future’ slides for the next 
analysts’ meeting!”).  Such is the guidance and gift of the 
patterns in coaching.
   
  But the insights surrounding the energy patterns don’t stop 
at the level of the individual.  Since the patterns show up in 
everything we do, they show up at every level of work life: 

from team climates to corporate cultures, from office layouts to building architecture, from 
marketing taglines to corporate mission statements (see Table 1).  Seeing the world of work 
through the lens of the four energy patterns, leads to endless insight into what’s needed for 
teams or organizations to be more effective, or to help individual clients become more ef-
fective in these broader contexts.  The four energy patterns are not just a diagnostic tool, 
or another four 4-quadrant model but a most useful roadmap that derives from the body 
itself.

pHYSICAl BASIS OF THE FOUR4 EnERGY pATTERnS
For years it’s been known that even simple motions, such as flexing an arm, arise from the 
coordination of opposing muscle groups.  Kinesiologists would call these muscle pairs an 
agonist, which acts like an engine, and an antagonist, acting as brakes.  In the 1930’s,  kine-
siologist, Dr. Josephine Rathbone, identified four distinct patterns in which two opposing 
muscles could be coordinated, resulting in four very different kinds of motion.   She gave 
these patterns the rather kinesiological-sounding names of: Resistor, Posturor, Perceverator, 
and Assistor . She also devised an ingenious, manual, arm-rotation method of determining 
which pattern was a person’s most relaxed (i.e., lowest energy) state.
   
She Dr. Rathbone found that while we all have access to all four patterns, we each have char-
acteristic preferences – some patterns are easier for us than are others.   The most relaxed, 
lowest energy, pattern for a person she called the Home pattern.  She found that, like steps 
of a staircase, each of the other patterns was accessed at progressively higher energy levels.

Thirty years later, with the benefit of electrophysiological recording, Dr. Valerie Hunt and 
her colleagues further validated that these patterns represented different firing orders of 
nerves acting on muscles.   She also found that when one part of the body went into a par-
ticular pattern, the rest of the body would tend to follow.  (You can experience this for your-
self if you try clenching the right side of your body while keeping the left side completely 
relaxed; you’ll feel the collision of internal signals as the right side tension keeps trying to 
spread to the left.)
 
 Both research teams speculated on the connection to personality and implications for learn-
ing, but it was through thirty 30-years of work by Betsy Wetzig, that we have a much fuller 
characterization of the connections between these movement patterns and overall tempera-
ment.  

Betsy learned of these patterns at a workshop taught by Dr. Sally Fitt (from Hunt’s laborato-
ry) at the American Dance Festival in 1971.  As a choreographer with her own dance troupe, 

Driver  – A ntago nist
fires first .

Visi onary  - A gonist
fires first .

Organizer: B oth fire at
the s ame  time, b ut
more an tagonist.

Collabora to r: B oth fire
in a lte rna ting
seq uence w ith m ore
agonist.

Figu re 1. Four ways
to flex a n arm, first
noted b y Ra thbone
in the  1930’s, were
later found b y
Wetz ig t o b e related
to temperame nt,
not  just movem ent .

as you experience each pathway, you 
might ask yourself – how comfortable 
is this?  do i even liKe this pattern? 
Which one do i overuse? and which 
could i use more of for balance? Many 
people get an instant sense of their 
preferences from simply moving in the 
patterns. 
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Betsy had long been struck by the connections between movement and temperament in her 
dancers.  She would give the same set of directions to her group, for example, “Run three 3 
steps, hop, skip and jump,” and a couple of them would be across the stage in a flash, done 
with the movement, while another had her hand in the air to ask a question.  The questioner 
was always precise in her motions, on time for practice, and posture-perfect.  Yet ask her to 
improvise a Bronx cheer and she’d freeze in confusion.  While another dancer could take the 
same direction, without hesitation, and make a great play of it across the dance floor.  What 
accounted for these differences?

Learning about the movement patterns, Betsy knew immediately that these were the missing 
links she’d been looking for in understanding the body and mind working together.  She 
learned the Rathbone manual test for Home pattern and started giving it to all her dancers 
– indeed everyone she knew – as she started cataloging how they did things, what they felt, 
and how they thought.  Calling them Coordination Patterns™, she re-named these patterns 
according to their movement essence: Thrust (Driver), Shape (Organizer), Swing (Collabo-
rator) and Hang (Visionary).  Over time, she was able to map each movement pattern to the 
thoughts, feelings and behaviors that repeatedly accompanied it. 

DuringIn the past several years, we’ve further extended this map into the world of work, 
and have usefully applied it in leadership development, team building, organization devel-
opment, and executive coaching.    

Validation Studies and Comparison to Other Models and Instruments
Our field abounds in models and instruments of some facet of personality, some popular 
examples being the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) , the DISC , the Herrmann Brain 
Dominance Indicator (HBDI)  and Social Styles. .  In my coaching experience, I’ve found 
all of these instruments to be highly useful in illuminating semi-conscious tendencies, and 
showing important connections to feedback or challenges clients are dealing with.  Yet they 
also have their limitations in treating personality as an “I” separate from the body.  While the 
interconnectedness of mind and body has been established by an enormous research base,  
none of these instruments show a behavioral link to the body.  The four energy patterns 
provide a great advance both in getting underneath other models to their physical basis, 
and in adding back the body to a more integrated view of human personality.  For those of 
you who have experience with other instruments, here are a number of ways that the four 
Coordination Patterns compare and connect to these other models. (Readers not familiar 
with these other instruments may want to skip this section.).

MBTI: 
The four energy patterns tease apart what I’ve come to think of as primary colors comprising 
the multicolored scales and temperaments of the MBTI.  In the MBTI Type II instrument, 
for example, the scale of Extroversion is divided into subscales showing two different ways 
to be an extrovert: one can be highly initiating on task, which is the energy of the Driver, 
or one can be highly social and gregarious, which is Collaborator energy.  Our research has 
shown these two patterns factor independently.  We have seen some strong correlations 
between MBTI Type and pattern preferences.  For example, people preferring the “NP-type” 
(Intuitive-Perceivers in the MBTI terminology) correlate strongly with the Visionary pattern; 
the Organizer correlates strongly with “J-types” (Judgers).  As with the MBTI, we stress that 
these are preferences, not boxes one gets locked into.  Indeed, the strength and uniqueness 
of the energy patterns is their focus, not on “what you are” as a frozen image, but on what 
you can do to gain the versatility or balance that supports your life.  

DISC:  
Like the energy patterns, the DISC model uses four scales on which one can measure low 
to high.  The four DISC scales were derived from the work of William Marston, based on 

Th e D riv e r ( Th ru st )
Gets to the Po int - fa st!

Th e O rga n iz e r (Shape )
Does t he right t hing - step b y
step

Th e Co ll abor ato r (Sw ing)
Plays  in the giv e a nd t ake of
relation ships

Th e V isi on ary  ( H ang)
Go es wi th t he flow…i s ope n to
new p ossibili ty

Figu re 2. The 4 energy
pa tterns a nd t he  essence of
their tem perament  and
movemen t.
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the behavioral patterns of actively or passively, challenging or submitting to external condi-
tions.  The clearest correlation to the energy patterns is the scale of the active challenger, 

i.e., the D scale (called Dominance or Directive Style), with 
the energy of the Driver (interestingly, while Marston did 
not explicitly include the body, he described this scale as 
“pushing toward,” i.e., the same movement essence as the 
Driver).  The I-scale (called Inducement, Influence or In-
teractive Style) also correlates with the Collaborator (plus 
some Visionary traits).  The more passive scales of S and C 
represent a blend of traits we associate with the Organizer 
and Visionary.  The DISC scales aren’t really set up, how-

ever, to detect the drifting, leaping imagination of the Visionary, or the step-by-step linearity 
of the Organizer.

SOCIAl STYlES:  
Also related to Marston’s work, Social Styles distinguishes the people-interactive aspects of 
4four behavior patterns, calling them: Driving, Expressive, Amiable and Analytical.  While 
the MBTI and DISC are generally self-reported, Social Styles provides feedback from oth-
ers.  As with the DISC, the Driving pattern completely matches what we also call the Driver; 
Expressive captures much of what we see in the Collaborator (and a few aspects of the 
Visionary).  Amiable and Analytical mix traits that we associate with the Organizer and Col-
laborator.  None of the Social Styles really captures the essence of the Visionary.  given that 
Visionary energy is vital to helping people deal with their increasingly chaotic and complex 
work-lives, this is a most useful pattern to explicitly call out in working with leaders and 
their organizations.

HBDI:
 This is another four 4-quadrant model in which one can score low to very high in four 4 
ways of thinking.  Developed by Ned Herrmann, this model started from brain physiology 
and what was known about the more analytical, “left-brain” vs. the more artistic, “right 
brain.”  It became a metaphorical model distinguishing the more conceptual vs. “limbic” 
aspects of left- and right-brain thought patterns.  The left-brain modes, given the colors 
Blue and green in the HBDI, correlate strongly with the energy of the Driver and Organizer, 
respectively, with some crossover between them.  Likewise the two right-brain modes, Red 
and Yellow, match the patterns of the Collaborator and Visionary, respectively, with some 
crossover.  In cases of crossover – e.g., where the HBDI maps a trait to green that we map 
to Driver, rather than Organizer – the reasons are clear.  “Security,” for example, maps to 
the green quadrant in the HBDI.  In the energy patterns, we regard it as a Driver trait to 
structure things in order to be secure, and an Organizer trait to find security in pre-existing 
structure.  “Security” is important to both the Driver and the Organizer, but they meet the 
need in different ways.  generally, the HBDI matches the four energy patterns very well, 
even though the two models were derived quite differently, suggesting again, an essential, 
physical underpinning to such behavioral models.

OTHER vAlIDATIOn STUDIES 
While the research around the energy patterns instrument, the FEBI, is still ongoing, we 
have completed a validation study (N=250) against the NEO , regarded by many in the 
psychological community to be the “gold standard” among psychometric self-report instru-
ments.  The NEO distinguishes 5five major facets of personality – Neuroticism, Extrover-
sion, Openness, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness – each of which has 6six subscales.  
As with the MBTI, we find clear and significant (>.4) correlations to the energy patterns at 
the subscale level.  For example, 4four of the 6six subscales of Conscientiousness correlate 
strongly with the Organizer; one of them (Achievement striving) correlates with the Driver.  

The four energy patterns are not just a 
diagnostic tool, or another 4-quadrant 
model but a most useful roadmap that 
derives from the body itself.
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The sixth 6th subscale, Competence, shows no pattern correlation, nor would we predict 
one – it’s possible to be competent in any pattern.  All of the correlations we’d expect to see 
between the NEO and the FEBI have been borne out.  Some of the NEO subscales are not 
differentiated by the patterns (e.g., Competence), however all four patterns are measured by 
the NEO.  In addition, we’ve been able to refine the FEBI using factor analysis and reliability 
data to arrive at a set of questions that reliably measures the four energy patterns.

In a smaller study involving 45 volunteers, we physically assessed their Home pattern using 
the Rathbone arm-rotation method, and also gave them the energy patterns instrument.  In 
all cases where a Home pattern was clearly obtained on the Rathbone test (the test only gives 
a clear result if the subject is completely relaxed), that pattern was either most preferred 
(74% of the cases) or 2nd second most preferred in the FEBI results.  Future research plans 
include expanding on this sample size, and adding electrophysiological measurements of 
Home pattern.

While the physical foundation of four energy patterns is 
part of their strength and heritage, it would be a mistake 
to interpret this model too literally, physically.  It becomes 
metaphorical, for example in speaking of the energy pat-
terns of teams or corporate cultures.  Even within the in-
dividual, we know these patterns represent four ways the 
nervous system functions, but we don’t suggest they cor-
respond to four different structures or physical parts of the 
nervous system.  

I’ve come to think of them fundamentally as energy itself 
– moving through the matter of our nerves and muscles 
eliciting such movements as thrusting and pushing, while stirring up our “grey matter” with 
thoughts of challenging barriers and getting straight to the point.  The breakthrough of this 
model is that the energy doesn’t have to originate in our thoughts; it can start and spread 
from how we move. 

COACHInG ApplICATIOnS
The real payoff of the energy patterns in coaching comes with helping people make produc-
tive movement in their lives.  This is one diagnostic tool that comes with its own prescrip-
tion: once we know what needs to be worked on or achieved, we can see which pattern 
would be most supportive, and we’re given abundant ways to develop it.  Many coaches 
might argue that we should focus on leveraging people’s strengths and not on shoring up 
weaknesses.  And I would agree, from an energy management point of view. A, any of us will 
tend to win using the patterns that come easiest to us, especially if we have strong and clear 
preferences.  So I always encourage people to consider their strongest patterns in looking 
at career choices or finding their groove, that is, the unique combination of gifts they have 
to offer.  

However, a strength overdone does not serve us.  Overdoing our strengths is the natural 
outcome of yet another way our nervous system operates, which is to reinforce the connec-
tions or pathways it uses, especially if positive emotion accompanies the doing.  Or, as one 
of my clients put it beautifully, “Our groove can easily become our rut.”  Loving to win can 
become winning at all costs.  Working hard can become hardly doing anything but work.  
Even people who manage to stay out of these extremes, still receive feedback or face chal-
lenges they bring into coaching that suggest a “rut” of ineffectiveness in their livesfe:
• “great at organizing tasks, but lacks imagination,”
• “great at results, but hard on relationships,”
• “good operationally, but not strategic enough”

The four energy patterns provide a 
great advance both in getting under-
neath other models to their physical 
basis, and in adding back the body to 
a more integrated view of human 
personality.
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• “super with customers, but unreliable”
• “terrific visionary, but can’t get things done” 

Do any of these sound familiar?  If you hear them as often as I do, you might especially ap-
preciate how clearly a pattern prescription suggests itself in each case:  
• “great at organizing tasks, but lacks imagination,” – develop the Visionary
• “great at results, but hard on relationships,” – develop the Collaborator
• “good operationally, but not strategic enough” – develop the Visionary
• “super with customers, but unreliable” – develop the Organizer
• “terrific visionary, but lacks sense of urgency” – develop the Driver

T A B L E  2 .  D E V E L O P M E N T  S U G G E S T I O N S  B A S E D  O N  T H E  E N E R G Y  P A T T E R N S

Driver Organizer Collabo rator Visionary

Work
Beh av iors

Know y our top 3
prior ities

Me asure s ome thing
you ’re d oing –
and c ut it i n half

Get  to t he p oint

Set st retch go als

Red uce di stracti on s

Enfor ce cl ar ity and
acti on

Make a list

Organize your day

Make s acred tim e f or
planning

Break big  jobs d own
into steps

Always  know your
next step

Und er-promis e a nd
ove r-deli ver

Pu t fun into your
day, celeb rat e

Build your n etw ork

Build a bond a team
you ’re w orking
wi th

See b oth sides

Find y our wa y
aro und obst acles;
work i ndi rect ly

Work throu gh p eopl e

Add sp ontanei ty t o
your day

Make time for
reflec tion

Brains torm

Wi den your
pe rspectiv e (e.g. ,
surf the n et, s olici t
many p oints of
view)

Create som e ch aos,
sti r t hings up

Ba ckg rou nd Office: St ark a nd
sparse
fur nis hings ,

Music : Rock & Roll,
Rap

Ar t: Shar p, high
con trast , spo rts
poste rs,
“Wi nning ”

Office: Ne at an d
tid y, a place  for
ev erything

Music : Class ical

Ar t: St ill life,
pe rfec tly
comp osed , “Quality
is… ”

Office: fun  and
color ful,
ove rstuffed
fur nis hings

Music : Jazz
Ar t: fa mily p hotos,

comic st rip
chara cte rs, “Han g
in there, Ba by ”

Office: ligh t and
airy, harmon ious
wi th na ture

Music : Ne w Age
Ar t: Enigm atic,

ev ocat ive , oute r
space pos ters,
“Im agine… ”

In the Voic e
of…

Wake up!
Ne ver give up!
Cut t o the C ha se
Failure is

imp ossibl e
Get  on po int !
When the g oing

get s toug h, the
tough g et g oing

Breathe.
Take it e asy.  Slow

down.
Let’ s sort thi s out –

first t hings first .
You ’re d oing fine .

Stay wi th i t.
Take it one step at a

tim e. . .(one t ask
at a tim e etc .)

I see your point
Ho w c an I u se t his?

(. . .pl ay w ith th is?
. . .turn this
aro und? )

Don ’t t ake it s o hard
On t he one h and…

on the other ha nd …
Roll wit h it, baby
Let’ s try it again

Wha t’s p ossible?
Wha t wa nt s to

happe n he re?
It ’s pe rfect ; y ou just

have t o f igure o ut
why

Let’ s see w ha t
de velo ps

Let g o; hang l oose
Wha t i f…?

Physic al
Activ ities

Movemen t: thrust ,
push

Running
Kara te
Weigh tlifting
Cardio machine

(hard an d fast )
Ke ndo, s word work
Bicycli ng (hard an d

fast )
Agg ressi ve sp or ts
Skii ng (hard an d

fast )

Tennis

Racquetba ll

Movemen t: shape,
hold for m

Ba llet
Yoga
Me ditation
Walking
Dres sage
Ce ramic s
Ho usecle an ing
Organizing a space
Woodw orking
Need lepo int

Anything d one ste p-
by -step

Movemen t: swing,
rock

Ba llroom d ance
Ice  dancing
Aikid o
Go lf (the swing)
Skating,

ro lle rblading
Swimmi ng
Bicycli ng (slow and

easy)
Skii ng (slo w a nd

easy)
Weaving
Bowling (the s et up ,

social aspe ct)

Movemen t: han g,
drift

Tai Chi, Chi K ung
Me ditation

(samadhi)
Sa iling
Han glidi ng
Scuba divi ng
Snorke ling
Arch ery
Photog raphy (in the

mome nt)
Bein g ou t in nature
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So while we win on our strengths, we – and our clients – stay out of ruts by cultivating our 
natural versatility in all the patterns so that we can use any one of them when it’s called for.  
WAnd ways to develop any pattern include the breath, physical activities, simple exercises, 
background cues in the work environment, sayings or mottos, and specific work behaviors.  
Table 2 providegives a partial list of development suggestions for each pattern.  What fol-
lows are a few ways in which I’ve applied the patterns in my coaching. 

Starting from a New Challenge.  
Ron was given expanded job responsibilities in the growing advertising firm he worked 
for, calling on him to delegate more of his work to outside vendors, and manage several 
simultaneous projects.  Although he’d been given this assignment 6six months earlier, he 
wasn’t stepping up to it.  Instead, he was feeling overwhelmed, trying to do too many things 
himself, and not finding time to either delegate tasks to others or to establish effective means 
of project management. 

 His FEBI results showed the Collaborator as his likely Home pattern, with the Visionary 
as his second 2nd preferred pattern.  Most people combine their two favorite patterns into 
a primary style that they use most of the time, and Ron was no exception.  Yet the patterns 
he needed in order to meet this new challenge were exactly the opposite: Driver and Orga-
nizer.  

We identified four ways in which Ron could start getting 
his arms around this larger job: (1) knowing his top three 
priorities to cut through the “overwhelm” (Driver), (2) mak-
ing time for planning in each week (Organizer), (3) being 
clear in his delegation discussions; e.g., what, when, how 
(Driver), and (4) creating a simple tracking system for out-
standing projects (Organizer).  We also looked at ways he 
could physically reinforce this Organizer-Driver mindset, 
and two ideas stuck.  One was to clear his previously messy desk of all but the one thing 
he was going to focus on at a time.  The other was a dual blessing for Ron, as he was an 
on-again, off-again exerciser (typical of Collaborators), who wanted to get back to working 
out.  He used to walk on a treadmill in the morning, which was perfect., I told him, “The 
very discipline of doing that step-by-step, day after day, will build the discipline you need 
to carry out these other tasks.”  
It’s early days yet to assess Ron’s progress, but his case illustrates the process of using pat-
tern-based development suggestions: identify a few pattern-guided business
 

Sixty days into his plan, Ron reports having more control over his schedule than ever before, 
at a pace that feelsels sustainable. His boss and coworkers also see evidence of his change, as 
in the wall-size calendar next to his desk graphically tracking all of his outsourced projects, 
“He’s really getting his arms around it,” says his boss - a perfect synopsis of the Organizer 
emerging.  Ron’s cIt’s too early to assess Ron’s progress, but his case illustrates the process 
of using pattern-based development suggestions: identify a few pattern-guided business 
behaviors that would make the most difference, and then support that mindset from under-
neath using physical activities, or background cues affecting the senses.     

STARTInG FROM FEEDBACK .
Beth was part of a leadership program in which she received 360 degree feedback that net-
ted down to a message she took to heart: “yYou’re steady, reliable and super-organized, but 
not inspiring your team or sharing a compelling vision.”  

Ways to develop any pattern include 
the breath, physical activities, simple 
exercises, background cues in the work 
environment, sayings or mottos, and 
specific work behaviors.
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“How do I get the ‘Vision-thing’?” she asked me in our opening coaching session.  Her FEBI 
results showed Organizer as her favorite pattern, by far, with Driver as her second pattern.  
Collaborator and Visionary were both weakly expressed, and yet she could see they were 
exactly the patterns needed for connecting with and inspiring people, and having a real vi-
sion to share with them.

What Beth and I ended up coaching around was a process she put in place with her team 
to develop a shared vision. We , and used that as a basis for realigning the group’s priorities.  
She opened up people’s field of view – including her own – by interviewing customers and 
bringing that input into team visioning dialogues.  Her tendency was to try to reach closure 
quickly. S, and she was challenged to stay open, keep listening, and facilitate a somewhat 
chaotic discussion among her team.  Owning her relative weakness at “the vision thing,” she 
especially listened for people in her group who seemed strong at it, and enlisted their help 
in crafting the essential vision.  

We also brainstormed a number of ways she could augment her in-work activities with out-
side-of-work activities to put her in the Collaborator or Visionary frame of body and mind. 
Not  Unsurprisingly, she wasn’t drawn to most of the physical activities that exercise these 
patterns, but she was open to two activities that really helped.  One was listening to word-
less, expansive, New Age music or jazz whenever she did email.  The other took advantage 
of her love for, and proximity to, mountains.  She agreed to get out once a week to go hik-
ing or skiing, consciously including Collaborative and Visionary elements (e.g., going with 
friends, experimenting with paths, taking moments of reflection in wide open spaces). 

Within six months, Beth was consistently working in a more open, engaged manner with 
her team.  When I re-interviewed the people in her group, they uniformly applauded her 
efforts to unite the group around a shared vision.  “Beth is never going to be a rah-rah kind 
of leader,” one person said.  “But she’s more visible now, communication is better than ever, 
and we know where we’re going.”      

STARTInG FROM IMBAlAnCE.
“I feel like a one-armed paper hanger,” John told me in our first coaching session.  “I’m try-
ing to do two jobs, and I’m not doing anything well.  My goal for this coaching is not just 
how I transition to this new job (the ostensible reason I had been brought in as the coach), 
but how I get my life back.”  

As I started interviewing the people who worked around John, it quickly became clear that 
the two goals – finding balance and succeeding in the new job – would be almost synony-
mous.  TBecause the only negative feedback on John was that, under stress, he was known 
to blow up or shut down communication, which had harmed his relationships with fellow 
executives.  Since he already mastered the execution aspects of the business, these very re-
lationships would be key to succeeding in his new role.

As you might expect, John was a strong Driver, with Collaborator and Visionary being his 
weakest patterns.  One of the weaknesses of unchecked Driver is the tendency to “just do it 
myself” when impatience sets in, one of the reasons John was juggling so much.  He set the 
target of delegating 50% of “his” work to the people he needed to groom as successors, and 
committed to coaching them in the process.  He also made it a point to shift his focus from 
tasks to relationships, for example, by holding one-on-ones with fellow executives, and 
socializing needed decisions before major meetings.  We worked on how he could flip his 
tendency to jump to conclusions or be dismissive, and instead remain open, and fully hear 
out his colleagues.  He started asking such Visionary questions as, “What’s possible here?” 
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or “What are you seeing that I’m missing?” Outside of work, he returned to regular exercise 
– which for him was bicycling.  “Nice and easy,” I suggested. “You can ride a bike in any 
pattern, but if you want to practice the swinging, drifting motions of the Collaborator and 
Visionary, get a slow and easy rhythm going, open your senses, and harmonize with what’s 
going on around you.” 
 
Three months later, I met with a much lighter-spirited John, tTwenty pounds lighter, and 
looking relaxed. relaxed, a much lighter-spirited John was meeting with me three months 
later.  We talked about strategic issues facing the company, and how he wanted to rally his 
colleagues around addressing them.  As for the operations in his business unit, they were 
being so well handled by his direct reports, he was freed up to find his stride in his new role.  
Most importantly, he was not frantic, and he was not making rash decisions or blowing up 
at people.  

STARTInG WITH A TEAM.  
One of my coaching clients asked me to work with a team she had just inherited whose pur-
pose was to improve customer service for a major computer company.  Each team member 
represented a key area of customer service that had to come together if service was going to 
improve, but they had not worked well together in the past.  

During the morning of our first offsite meeting, conflicts erupted early as several people 
started placing blame for past problems, while others simply disengaged.  
I then passed out results of the FEBI, in which people could see their own pattern prefer-
ences, as well as a group report showing the tendencies of the team.  Overall the group was 
sharply divided between strong Drivers and strong Organizers.  A rich discussion followed 
over lunch as everyone compared perspectives, and many of the team’s conflicts were seen 
in a more patterned, less personal light.  For example, some of the Drivers couldn’t see the 
point of “this teambuilding, pattern stuff”, and had folded their arms and disengaged.  Oth-
ers had taken offense at this until they could see that the tendency of Drivers IS to focus on 
The Point, and everyone, even the Drivers, could laugh at this stereotype playing out.  

More importantly, the team experienced all four patterns, and saw the value of what was 
largely missing from their ranks, and that was strong Collaborator and Visionary energy.  
The team started asking important questions, such as, “How well are we really connected to 
our customers?”  “How open are we to finding new ways of doing business?”  In a playful 
spirit, they looked at what a more Collaborative customer service experience would look 
like, and what would be possible in a more Visionary customer service process.  The team 
also brainstormed some physical activities they could do in future meetings to build a more 
Collaborative spirit, settling on bowling and a team cooking activity they’d try in the coming 
month.  While many significant challenges still lay ahead, the team came out of the day with 
a sense of new possibility, cooperation, and understanding the pattern balance they wanted 
to achieve for themselves and their customers. 

COnClUSIOn
Driver, Organizer, Collaborator, Visionary: the four energy patterns are simply the most use-
ful, integrated, diagnostic and prescriptive tool I’ve found for helping clients make success-
ful changes in their work, teams, business and overall life.  The patterns have also proven 
to be exceptionally useful in my own life.  An Organizer-Driver from way back, I’ve focused 
my own practice on cultivating easier access to the Collaborator and Visionary.  NAnd now 
when I run into barriers – for example, not getting cooperation on an ambitious task – I can 
now roll back, engage people differently, or let go and ask, “What wants to happen here?” (a 
question that would never have occurred to me ten 10 years ago!)  
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In addition to the satisfaction inherent in guiding your clients to a more effective, balanced 
life using the patterns, there is the joy you can experience of living that balance yourself.In 
addition to the satisfaction inherent inof guiding your clients to a more effective, balanced 
life using the patterns, there islies the joy of living that balance yourself—a balance that is 
inherent in each of our your own livfes.
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phone: 540/420-2269 
Email: ginny@focusleadership.com.

ginny Whitelaw, Ph.D. is an executive coach, leadership consultant, and co-founder of Fo-
cus Leadership.  She has worked for many years with the Mercer Delta Executive Learning 
Center – a premier leadership development firm – and has been an adjunct faculty on the 
Columbia University Senior Executive Program.  A biophysicist by training, Dr. Whitelaw 
worked for 10 years at NASA, becoming the Deputy Manager of the Space Station Program.  
She has extensive experience in managing large programs, teams, and change efforts.  Dr. 
WhitelawShe also has 30 years of experience in martial arts and meditation.  A teacher of 
Zen meditation, she also holds a 5th degree black belt in Aikido.  ginny WhitelawShe is the 
author of BodyLearning and has collaborated with Betsy Wetzig on her current book, On 
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